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Touch Setting Software User Manual

I.

Introduction……………………………………………………………………………………………………
1. All MOONS’ S Series Intelligent (0-10V, DALI, DMX) Driver can be programmed through Touch Setting tool and
MOONS’ Touch Setting software. Such as dimming strategy, output current value, minimum dimming level, dimming
curve, etc.
2. This user manual was written for :
MOONS’ Touch Setting Software 1.1.2.1
Touch Setting Tool
All MOONS’ S Series Intelligent (0-10V, DALI, DMX) Drivers
3. There are two files in the software package.

“Touch Setting” : the free-install version software
“DotNetFX40” : the package of .NET Framework version 4.0.

II. System Requirement………………………………………………………………………………………
1. Operating system should be senior to Windows 7 (Including Windows 7)
2. .NET Framework version 4.0 or senior version; (.NET Framework is the part of computer operating system; It also can be
download from the Microsoft official website.)

III. Programming Steps…………………………………………………………………………………………
During programming process, driver shouldn’t be electrified.
There are two programming methods in the software: Engineer Mode and MP (Mass production) Mode.

In the Engineer Mode, user can modify each setting event, and then program the driver.
In the MP mode, all setting events are fixed, in case of modifying the setting accidentally during production in the factory.
1. Programming Steps in Engineer Mode:
i)

Activate software interface.

ii)

Click “Read” to get driver’s default settings.

iii)

Let Touch Setting tool touch the communication module (Blue block) on the driver.

→
iv)

Then user can remove the Touch Setting tool.

v)

Modify driver’s setting on the software.

vi)

Click “Write” to burn the setting into driver.

vii)

Let Touch Setting tool touch the communication module (Blue block) on the driver.

→
viii)

Complete programming.

2. Programming Steps in MP Mode:
i)

Using configuration file, you just need to click “Write” once.

1) Read driver
2) Modify setting
3) Create configuration file
4) Setting→MP Mode→load configuration file→Click “Write”→Program the driver one by one.
ii)

Not using registered setting, you just need to click “Write” once.
1) Read driver
2) Modify setting
3) Setting→MP Mode→Click “Write”→Program the driver one by one.

IV. Introduction to Driver’s Setting Event………………………………………………………………
1. DALI
S Series-DALI
Setting Events
Current-Channel 1
Current-Channel 2
Dimming Strategy
Dimming Curve
Dimming Curve (CH1)
Dimming Curve (CH2)
Minimum Dimming Level
Minimum Dimming Level (CH1)
Minimum Dimming Level (CH2)
NTC
AUX Power
DALI Power
Physical CCT
Logical CCT

×
×

×
×

×
×

×
×

DT8 Tunable White
×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×

DT6 Tunable White
×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×

DT6 Dual
NA
×
×
NA
×
×
×

DT6 Solo
×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×

×

×
×
Only MU050S150BQI503, 513, 553 own DALI Power Function
×
×
NA
×
×
NA

×
NA
NA

During application,
In DT8 Tunable White or DT6 Tunable White, please guarantee Channel 1 connect to Cool LEDs, Channel 2 connect
to warm LEDs.
DT8 Tunable White occupies 1 DALI address to achieve color temperature changing according to IEC62386-209.
DT6 Tunable White occupies 2 DALI addresses to achieve color temperature changing based on DALI DT6.
DT6 Dual occupies 2 DALI addresses to control two channels separately.
DT6 Solo occupies 1 DALI address to control two channels synchronously.

○ Current-Channel 1，Current-Channel 2
Set driver’s output current, valid range is 200-1500mA
○ Dimming Strategy
Change driver’s dimming solution, there are DT8 Tunable White, DT6 Tunable White, DT6 Dual and DT6 Solo.
○ Dimming Curve/ Dimming Curve (CH1)/ Dimming Curve (CH2)
Set driver’s dimming curve to be linear or logarithmic.
Set the dimming curve of driver’s channel 1 to be linear or logarithmic.
Set the dimming curve of driver’s channel 2 to be linear or logarithmic.
○ Minimum Dimming Level/ Minimum Dimming Level (CH1)/ Minimum Dimming Level (CH2)
Set driver’s minimum dimming level.
The valid range of logarithmic dimming curve: 0.1%~100%.
The valid range of linear dimming curve: 0.4%~100%, the minimum adjustable unit is 1/254 (0.4%);
○ NTC
NTC thermal management protects LED chips in the lamp, when the temperature of LED chips exceeds temperature
protection point, the current will decrease to 50% every 5 minutes.
○ AUX Power
Switch AUX power function, the output is 12V/100mA.

○ DALI Power
Switch DALI power function, the output is 15V/60mA.
Only MU050S150BQI503, 513, 553 own DALI Power Function.
○ Physical CCT
Set driver’s physical CCT range according to fixture.
The valid range: 1500-6500K.
In order to achieve accurate CCT range, please set driver’s CCT range according to fixture’s actual CCT range.
○ Logical CCT
Set driver’s logical CCT range according to actual requirement.
The valid range: 1500-6500K.
The color temperature driver can achieve equals logical CCT range.

2. 0-10V
S Series-0-10V
Setting Events
Current-Channel 1
Current-Channel 2
Dimming Strategy

×
×
Tunable White

×
×
Dim to Warm

×
×
0-10V Dual

×
×
0-10V Solo

Dimming Curve
Dimming Curve (CH1)
Dimming Curve (CH2)
Minimum Dimming Level
Minimum Dimming Level (CH1)
Minimum Dimming Level (CH2)
NTC
AUX Power

×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×
×

×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×
×

NA
×
×
NA
×
×
×
×

×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×
×

Input 0-10V Voltage Range
Physical CCT
Logical CCT
Intensity Ratio
Dim to Warm Level
Fade Time
Fade Time (CH1)
Fade Time (CH2)

×
×
×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA

×
×
×
×
×
×
NA
NA

×
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
×
×

×
NA
NA
NA
NA
×
NA
NA

During application,
In Tunable White, please guarantee Channel 1 connect to Cool LEDs, Channel 2 connect to warm LEDs.
CCT port is in charge of color temperature changing. DIM port is in charge of intensity changing.
In Dim to Warm (dim like incandescent light bulb, lower intensity lower color temperature), please guarantee Channel
1 connect to Cool LEDs, Channel 2 connect to warm LEDs. DIM port is in charge of CCT and intensity changing.
In 0-10V Dual, two 0-10V signals control two channels separately. DIM port is in charge of intensity changing of
channel 1, CCT port is in charge of intensity changing of channel 2.
In 0-10V Solo, one 0-10V signal controls two channels synchronously. DIM port is in charge of intensity changing.

○ Current-Channel 1，Current-Channel 2
Set driver’s output current, valid range is 200-1500mA
○ Dimming Strategy
Change driver’s dimming solution, there are Tunable White, Dim to Warm, 0-10V Dual and 0-10V Solo.
○ Dimming Curve/ Dimming Curve (CH1)/ Dimming Curve (CH2)
Set driver’s dimming curve to be linear or logarithmic.
Set the dimming curve of driver’s channel 1 to be linear or logarithmic.
Set the dimming curve of driver’s channel 2 to be linear or logarithmic.
○ Minimum Dimming Level/ Minimum Dimming Level (CH1)/ Minimum Dimming Level (CH2)
Set driver’s minimum dimming level.
The valid range of logarithmic dimming curve: 0.1%~100%.
The valid range of linear dimming curve: 0.4%~100%, the minimum adjustable unit is 1/254 (0.4%);
Set the minimum dimming level of channel 1.
Set the minimum dimming level of channel 2.
○ NTC

NTC thermal management protects LED chips in the lamp, when the temperature of LED chips exceeds temperature
protection point, the current will decrease to 50% every 5 minutes.
○ AUX Power
Switch AUX power function, the output is 12V/100mA.
○ Input 0-10V Voltage Range
Set the triggered voltage signal value to trigger 100% (Maximum output) and 0% (Dim to off).
Valid range: 7-10V (Maximum output), Valid range: 1-2V (Dim to off)
e.g. If the driver’s max volt is set to be 8V.
The driver will keep 100% intensity as long as the dimming signal’s voltage ≥8V.
The driver will keep coolest CCT as long as the dimming signal’s voltage ≥8V. (For Tunable White and Dim to Warm)
e.g. If the driver’s min volt is set to be 1.5V.
The driver will keep minimum intensity as long as the dimming signal’s voltage =1.5V.
The driver will keep 0% intensity as long as the dimming signal’s voltage ≤1.4V (1.5V-0.1V).
The driver will keep warmest CCT as long as the diming signal’s voltage ≤1.5V. (For Tunable White and Dim to Warm)
○ Physical CCT
Set driver’s physical CCT range according to fixture.
The valid range: 1500-6500K (Tunable White)
The valid range: 1500-6500K (Dim to Warm), recommended range 1500-3200K.
In order to achieve accurate CCT range, please set driver’s CCT range according to fixture’s actual CCT range.
○ Logical CCT
Set driver’s logical CCT range according to actual requirement.
The valid range: 1500-6500K (Tunable White)
The valid range: 1500-6500K (Dim to Warm) , recommended range 1500-3200K.
The color temperature driver can achieve equals logical CCT range.
○ Intensity Ratio (Dim to Warm only)
Intensity Ratio= Warmer LED’s power ÷ Cooler LED’s power.
○ Dim to Warm Level (Dim to Warm only)
Warmest: Set the minimum intensity level when dim to warmest CCT.
Coolest: Set the maximum intensity level when dim to coolest CCT.
○ Fade time/ Fade Time (CH1)/ Fade Time (CH2)
Set the fade time of both CCT changing and Intensity changing.
The Valid range is 150~1600ms, the minimum adjustable unit is 50ms.
If the value is set to be 800ms, driver will cost 800ms to reach intensity B from intensity A.
Driver will cost 800ms to reach CCT B from CCT A.
Set the fade time of channel 1.
Set the fade time of channel 2.

3. DMX(RDM)
S Series-DMX
Setting Events
Current-Channel 1
Current-Channel 2
Dimming Strategy

×
×
Tunable White

×
×
DMX Dual

×
×
DMX Solo

Dimming Curve
Dimming Curve (CH1)
Dimming Curve (CH2)
Minimum Dimming Level
Minimum Dimming Level (CH1)
Minimum Dimming Level (CH2)
NTC
AUX Power

×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×
×

NA
×
×
NA
×
×
×
×

×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×
×

DMX Start Address
Device Lable
Fade Time
Bit Control
Solo CH1 Disable
Solo CH2 Disable
Physical CCT
Logical CCT

×
×
×
×
NA
NA
×
×

×
×
×
×
NA
NA
NA
NA

×
×
×
×
×
×
NA
NA

Power On
Power On (CH1)
Power On (CH2)
Failure
Failure (CH1)
Failure (CH2)
Failure Delay Time

×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×

NA
×
×
NA
×
×
×

×
NA
NA
×
NA
NA
×

During application,
In Tunable White, please guarantee Channel 1 connect to Cool LEDs, Channel 2 connect to warm LEDs.
Address X is in charge of intensity changing, Address X+1 is in charge of color temperature changing.
In DMX Dual, use two addresses to control two channels respectively.
In DMX Solo, use one address to control two channels simultaneously.
○ Current-Channel 1，Current-Channel 2
Set driver’s output current, valid range is 200-1500mA
○ Dimming Strategy
Change driver’s dimming solution, there are Tunable White, DMX Dual and DMX Solo.
○ Dimming Curve
Set driver’s dimming curve to be Linear, Gamma, logarithmic or Square.
Dimming Curve (CH1)/ Dimming Curve (CH2) (DMX Dual Only)
Set the dimming curve of driver’s channel 1 and channel 2.
User can set different dimming curve in channel 1 and channel 2.
If user use RDM command to change the curve, channel 2 will be changed to be same as channel 1 as well.
○ Minimum Dimming Level
Set driver’s minimum dimming level.
The valid range of Gamma/logarithmic/Square dimming curve: 0.1%~100%.
The valid range of linear dimming curve: 0.4%~100%, the minimum adjustable unit is 1/254 (0.4%);

Minimum Dimming Level (CH1)/ Minimum Dimming Level (CH2) (DMX Dual Only)
Set the minimum dimming level of channel 1 and channel 2.
User can set different minimum dimming level in channel 1 and channel 2.
If user use RDM command to change the minimum dimming level, channel 2 will be changed to be same as
channel 1 as well.
○ NTC
NTC thermal management protects LED chips in the lamp, when the temperature of LED chips exceeds temperature
protection point, the current will decrease to 50% every 5 minutes.
○ AUX Power
Switch AUX power function.
○ DMX Start Address
Set driver’s start address.
○ Device Label
Set driver’s remark name.
○ Fade Time
Set the fade time.
○ Bit Control
Set to be 8 or 16 bits. (DMX Dual and DMX Solo)
For DMX Tunable White, only supports 8 bits.
○ Solo CH1 Disable
Switch the output of channel 1. (DMX Solo only)
○ Solo CH2 Disable
Switch the output of channel 2. (DMX Solo only)
○ Physical CCT
Set driver’s physical CCT range according to fixture.
The valid range: 1500-6500K (Tunable White)
In order to achieve accurate CCT range, please set driver’s CCT range according to fixture’s actual CCT range.
○ Logical CCT
Set driver’s physical CCT range according to fixture.
The valid range: 1500-6500K (Tunable White)
The color temperature driver can achieve equals logical CCT range.
○ Power On CCT and Level (Tunable White Only)
When there is no dimming signal during starting process, the color temperature and intensity driver will achieve.
Power On (CH1) Level/ Power On (CH2) Level (DMX Dual Only)
When there is no dimming signal during starting process, the intensity driver will achieve.
Set the power on level of channel 1 and channel 2.

User can set different power on level in channel 1 and channel 2.
Power On Level (DMX Solo Only)
When there is no dimming signal during starting process, the intensity driver will achieve.
○ Failure CCT and Level (Tunable White Only)
The CCT the driver outputs, when the driver loses the dimming signal.
Hold means the driver will keep the previous CCT level when the driver loses the dimming signal.
The valid range: logic CCT range, Hold.
The intensity the driver outputs, when the driver loses the dimming signal.
Hold means the driver will keep the previous intensity level when the driver loses the dimming signal.
The valid range: 0~100%, Hold.
Failure (CH1) Level/ Failure (CH2) Level (DMX Dual Only)
The intensity the driver outputs, when the driver loses the dimming signal.
Hold means the driver will keep the previous intensity level when the driver loses the dimming signal.
The valid range: 0~100%, Hold.
Set the failure level of channel 1 and channel 2.
User can set different failure level in channel 1 and channel 2.
Failure Level (DMX Solo Only)
The intensity the driver outputs, when the driver loses the dimming signal.
Hold means the driver will keep the previous intensity level when the driver loses the dimming signal.
The valid range: 0~100%, Hold.
○ Failure Delay Time
Set the time to trigger “Failure level” and “Failure CCT”.

